Girona, city of conferences

With a world-class Conference Centre and numerous unique venues

The city of Girona is a perfect location to hold all types of conferences, meetings, conventions and exhibitions, as well as trade fairs and exhibitions. Forth the Girona Conference Centre embraces, inspiring and modern building to the historical core of the city of Girona. Ginera offers multiple venues designed to add an exclusive and unique touch to your event.

A Festival of flowers

Girona Flower Time attracts thousands of visitors every year.

Girona Flower Time is a unique event in the city of Girona. For nine days, the city is filled with flowers and art, colors, music and nature. Every year, close to 200,000 people discover wonderful hidden corners, extraordinary gardens and courtyards in the city's historic and Jewish neighborhoods, which open exceptionally to the public once a year during the festival.

City of festivals

Music, theatre and visual arts

Girona City of Festivals is much more than a brand. It is the demonstration of the city's firm commitment to culture in all areas, with something for all audiences and a wide range of events and activities that allow you to choose from among many possibilities. Music festivals for children, innovative and interdisciplinary proposals, new talents, festivals with international experience and a long history (Temporada Alta festival) and cutting-edge initiatives (International Circus Festival Elefant d'Or).

Shopping

Shopping in Girona

The most varied choice of shopping and leisure

From the Girona Conference Centre's emblematic, inspiring venue to the historical core of the city of Girona, as well as the Jewish Museum, Girona offers multiple venues designed to add an exclusive and unique touch to your event.

Nature and sport

Active tourism on your doorstep

With more than 60% of its territory classified as protected space, Girona is a privileged city in terms of its natural heritage. The combination of forest, agricultural and river landscapes provides an unbeatable setting for enjoying all types of sport: kayaking along the River Ter, hiking in the Gavarres Mountains, Nordic walking or cycling, discovering the best cycle routes... are just some of the possibilities for exploring the city in a different way.
Girona, a dream tourist destination

A city to enjoy all year-round

The two-thousand year old city of Girona has an extraordinary capacity to attract visitors due to its privileged location, its long history and its many art treasures. Girona is a human-scale city with all the charm of a larger city. Take a leisurely stroll through the city, visit the monuments and the historic buildings, wander through the streets and squares, and discover the tourist attractions, festivals, restaurants, cultural events, etc. Enjoy it at any time of year and, if you can, come back again! This lively city will always hold something in store to delight you.

A monumental historic quarter

The cathedral with the widest gothic nave in the world

Girona’s historic quarter is one of the most beautiful in Spain, hosting more than 200 years of history, art and culture. The cathedral, the two fortified enclosures, the Força Vella and the medieval quarter; the Jewish quarter, the cathedral, the basilica of Sant Feliu, the monastery of Sant Pere de Galligants... are just a few of the countless monuments and museums that make the city’s historic quarter one of Catalonia’s most interesting.

Girona’s historic quarter is the setting for two international gastronomy events: the Cooking Festival, the Ensigns of the Gastronomic Arts and the Gastronomic Route of the World. Girona also has two starred restaurants, the Ensigns of the Gastronomic Arts and the Gastronomic Route of the World.

Girona strives to ensure that everyone can enjoy a city and natural environment that are accessible and provided with facilities for people with sensory impairments. For this reason, the city has created accessible natural routes, visual and audio signposting, and a guide to the main adapted tourist resources.

The city on film

Girona provides the backdrop for large-scale cinema and television filming. For the past 100 years Girona has appeared in photographs and advertisements and been the setting for numerous films, such as Soldiers of Salamis, Perfume: The Story of a Murderer, and the famous television series Game of Thrones. A stroll through the city’s photogenic streets will transport you to the epic historical events seen on the big screen.

World gastronomic capital

El Celler de Can Roca, international leader

The Roca brothers have taken Girona to the highest ranks of international cuisine, garnering prizes such as the World’s Best Restaurant, Best Pastry Chef and Best Chef in recent editions of the Restaurant magazine awards. El Celler de Can Roca, with its daring, cutting-edge cuisine, is a global gastronomic benchmark. Girona has two Michelin-starred restaurants and numerous other establishments of renowned culinary prestige, attracting gourmets from all over the world who consider Girona a must on their gastronomic routes.

Inclusive tourism

Something for everyone

Girona strives to ensure that everyone can enjoy a city and natural environment that are accessible and provided with facilities for people with sensory impairments. For this reason, the city has created accessible natural routes, visual and audio signposting, and a guide to the main adapted tourist resources.